




LIKE NO PLACE ON EARTH
 Welcome to Heaven’s Landing, the most unique and beautiful Mountain Estate Airpark in the world.  Located three miles northwest of the 
City of Clayton, Heaven’s Landing is nestled in the Blue Ridge Mountains of Northeast Georgia.

 Heaven’s Landing is a 635 acre gated community surrounded by thousands of acres of National Forest. The aviation centerpiece of Heaven’s 
Landing is a 5,069 foot paved concrete runway with pilot controlled lighting and a GPS approach. The runway is designed to accommodate 
most any private aircraft, but is exclusively used by community members and guests only. Three hundred estate sized lots with “heavenly views” 
encircle the landing strip.

 A seven minute drive from Heaven’s Landing to downtown Clayton provides for a multitude of area amenities in a home town atmosphere of 
‘Old Americana’. Restaurants are plentiful and shopping is abundant, yet big city traffic is never an issue.  

 The climate at Heaven’s Landing features a perfect balance of all four seasons. Long noted as a place “Where Spring Spends the Summer”, 
Rabun County enjoys mild Spring like temperatures right through September. Fall colors are breathtaking, and Winter at Heaven’s Landing is 
most always mild. Snowfall is rare, with just two to five inches on average annually, and before you know it Spring comes back around featuring  
beautiful dogwood blossoms that compliment a rolling mountain landscape of emerald green.
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Beautiful Lake Burton

 Whether you are thinking of a year round residence or a part time retreat, you’ll be hard pressed to find a finer place to live. Heaven’s 
Landing is unparalleled in lifestyle and recreational variety. Lake Burton and Lake Rabun play host to unlimited water sports. For the big kid 
in all of us, one can enjoy water skiing, knee boarding, tubing and jet skiing. While the more laid back individual can fish, sun bath, or just 
cruise around on one of our pristine mountain lakes. Several beautiful golf courses grace the area, and two of the very best are only minutes 
from Heaven’s Landing.  
   
 For the extreme sportsman, some of the best whitewater rafting and kayaking in the Eastern United States can be enjoyed on the  
Chattooga and Tallulah rivers. Horseback riding, fly fishing, hunting and rock climbing are also available. The Appalachian Trail and Tallulah 
Gorge are nearby, and camping in the area offers some of the most brilliant star lit skies that you will ever see. Winter recreational options 
include skiing, snowboarding, sledding and tubing.     

 Rabun County contains hundreds of square miles of spectacular natural scenery. In fact, sixty three percent of the county’s total acreage 
is in the hands of the U.S. Forest Service. An additional twenty percent of the county is comprised of recreational lakes. Having eighty three 
percent of the county protected ensures the area against over development, and guarantees the county to remain pristine for generations  
to come.
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 The Community Clubhouse at Heaven’s Landing is the social centerpiece for the community. This architecturally stunning three story  
facility features a private lounge and dining room with an outside veranda, a fitness center with racquetball, wally ball, billiards and  
recreational areas. Steam and sauna luxuriate its dressing rooms, while a large swimming pool and Jacuzzi will overlook the runway and  
its pristine mountain vistas

 The Community Clubhouse is publicly available to all of our owners on a daily basis.  It can however be reserved for private functions as 
well. The facility is capable of seating over one hundred people at a time, and catering can be arranged through Heaven’s Landing to  
accommodate all of your potential needs. If you are looking for the perfect venue for a party, conference or wedding, the Heaven’s Landing 
Clubhouse is just the place.      

 An equestrian area with bridle and hiking trails also grace the community. On site paths within Heaven’s Landing lead to numerous trails 
that are available in the surrounding Chattahoochee National Forest. Hiking, mountain biking, dirt biking and four wheeling are also permitted 
on the adjacent trails. If it’s fun, you can do it at Heaven’s Landing.
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Jet A and 100LL Fuels Available On-Site

 Heaven’s Landing is a “one stop” fly-in community as well. With some of the lowest priced 100LL and Jet A fuel in the country, there is  
rarely a need for an intermittent stop en route to your destination. Each owner at Heaven’s Landing also shares in an undivided interest in  
the community runway, so its use can never be taken away or tolled. The covenants here at Heaven’s Landing are smart and equitable!

 Taxiway lots are available, so you can construct your home and hangar together if you choose, and all of the lots in Heaven’s Landing 
average 1.5 acres in size. However, many of our customers decide to couple a spectacular mountain view with the fly-in lifestyle. In order 
to accommodate the aircraft belonging to our mountain estate owners, we have an exquisitely designed hangar facility. All hangars feature 
Wilson bi-fold aluminum doors, standing seamed roofing, a full bathroom, heat, and windows that aesthetically cause these hangars to look 
nothing like hangars at all!
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 Heaven’s Landing substantially raises the bar for today’s “fly-in” standard of living.  Heaven’s Landing is more than just a runway next to 
your home, and much more than just another beautiful place in the mountains. When you live at Heaven’s Landing you have little reason or 
need to be anywhere else, yet you always have the flexibility to conveniently go anywhere that you want to be. Heaven’s Landing is a waypoint 
to the world, but more importantly Heaven’s Landing is a perfect destination.

 Heaven’s Landing offers a unique combination of world class design, plentiful amenities, beautiful mountain scenery, and seclusion  
without inconvenience…  “Like No Place on Earth!”  Architectural guidelines with mandatory review ensure quality and guarantee aesthetic 
appeal. At Heaven’s Landing the cost of living is low and the quality of life is out of this world!

 When you are ready to own your slice of Heaven, give us a call. Tours of Heaven’s Landing are available seven days a week. Schedule 
your visit today, and see why Heaven’s Landing truly lives up to its name!
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